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SOAP : a Self-Organizing, Adaptive Protocol for routing inlarge, highly mobile ad-hoc networks.�C�esar Santiv�a~nez Ioannis StavrakakisDepartment of Electrical & Computer EngineeringNortheastern UniversityBoston, MA 02115, USAAbstractTraditional routing protocols designed for mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) make no at-tempt to learn and exploit the instantaneous network structure, mobility and tra�c patterns.As a consequence they fail to adapt to varying network conditions. Here, a self-organizing pro-tocol that attempts to extract and utilize the current network structure for routing in large,highly mobile MANET networks is presented . Some extensions to heterogeneous scenarios (e.g.�xed-mobile integration) are also presented. Future work will be directed toward designing amulti-mode routing protocol that adapts to a wider range of scenarios from almost static tohighly mobile, from homogeneous to heterogeneous networks.
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1 IntroductionFor the past years, routing in mobile networks has been mainly based on the Mobile IP protocol[1], which assumes a hub-based architecture with nodes organized around �xed access points thatexecute all the routing functions. Traditional Mobile IP relies on the presence of a Home Agent(HA) with knowledge of the Mobile Host (MH) location at any point of time. Packets with a MHas its destination are sent �rst to the HA which, in turn, forwards them to the MH. Mobile IPmay result in great waste of bandwidth since even if the destination MH is close to the source, allthe packets have to go through the HA. On the other hand, mobile IP does not require the sourceto modify its IP kernel nor to be mobile-aware. Recently, a route optimization mechanism hasbeen proposed [2] to improve the e�ciency of mobile IP. Such route optimization is achieved byexploiting the binding between a MH and its Care-of-Address. The Care-of-Address of a MH is arouter in the foreign network (where the MH is currently located) that agrees to provide service tothe mobile host. The association between a MH and its Care-of-Address is called mobility bindingor simply binding. In the earlier Mobile IP implementation, the HA intercepts all the packetsaddressed to a mobile host and then encapsulates and tunnels them to the Care-of-Address. Anencapsulated packet will have the address of the Care-of-Address as the IP destination address andthe address of the actual destination inside the IP payload. The route optimization extension in [2]allows the current Care-of-Address information to be passed along to the source node using specialbinding update and binding warning messages. Once the source node has the information of thedestination's current Care-of-Address it will encapsulate and tunnel the packet itself, allowing thepacket to go through the most cost-e�ective path toward the destination. The price paid for thisperformance improvement is that the source (usually a �xed host) should become mobile-aware.More recently, the study of Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET), has received considerablyattention [3]. The more important characteristic of an Ad-hoc Network { where a set of hosts withdi�erent degree of mobility and routing capabilities group together { is not the lack of structurebut the lack of knowledge regarding the (possibly dynamic) structure at a given point in time. Atraditional cellular-based network can be seen as a particular state of an Ad-hoc Network. Othercon�gurations may also be allowed in order, for example, to improve the spatial reuse factor (acampus of a university), or to guarantee the network survivability (a military operation), or when aquick deployment is necessary (disaster recovery, military operation, etc.). There are some proposalsin the literature for implementing e�cient MANET networks. Among the most interesting of theseprotocols are the TORA [4] and the ZRP [5] protocols.TORA is a tracking protocol where each node has an unique height associated with each of thepossible destinations. In TORA, the packets' ow direction is always from a higher to a lower node(downstream links). A node reacts to topological changes (lost of its last 'downstream' link) byincreasing its own height, leading to incoming link reversal. In TORA the e�ect of topology changesare kept local, there are no loops, and several alternate routes toward a destination are provided.1



Simulation results in [6] show that for medium to high mobility networks TORA outperforms ILS(Ideal Link State). On the other hand, TORA provides information about only the neighboringlinks not allowing for the computation of a path (succession of links toward a destination) metric orthe identi�cation of a best-cost route. TORA overhead and memory requirements increase linearlywith the number of nodes in the network.Other alternatives for routing in MANET Networks have been proposed as for example theAdvance On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [7] protocol, the Dynamic Source Routing [8], etc.They all have scalability problems. It seems that in order to cope with large networks a hierarchicalapproach needs to be introduced.ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) is an example of hierarchical routing for MANET networks.Each node is the center of its own zone, which is composed of all its k-neighbors (nodes that are ata distance of k hops or less from it). The nodes that are exactly at a distance of k hops from thecenter of a zone are called border nodes of that zone. All nodes propagate changes in their link states(or their distance vector) within their zone according to the IntrAzone Routing Protocol (IARP),keeping changes local. When a source needs to send a packet to a destination, it �rst checks if thedestination is within its zone. If the destination is within the zone of the source node, the latterwill forward the packet to the destination using the information provided by the IARP protocol.If the destination is not within the source's zone then the IntErzone Routing Protocol (IERP) isinvoked. The IERP relies on a procedure called bordercast in which unicast packets are sent to theborder nodes only. A source node will bordercast a REQUEST to its border nodes. The bordernodes will know (thanks to their own IARP protocol) whether the destination is within their zones.If a border node has the destination within its zones, it will forward the packet to the destination.If the destination is not within a border node's zone the border node will propagate the REQUESTto its own border nodes and so on. Some mechanisms are included to prevent looping back orrevisiting regions of the network that have already been queried. When a REQUEST reaches adestination, the succession of border nodes traversed is recorded and returned to the source nodewhich stores it in its (IERP) routing table. ZRP only provides one route and if a change occurs,the source has to run a new route discovery procedure. In large mobile networks, it is highly likelythat changes along the path will occur during a session, therefore ZRP without a route recoveryprocedure is not well suited for a large, highly mobile environment.In a mobile network there are two main issues that need to be considered. One is the cost ofchoosing a sub-optimal path at a particular point in time (bandwidth waste), the other is the cost oftracking destinations due to mobility. Traditional protocols that address the �rst issue in a staticnetwork with moderate success have a poor performance in a highly dynamic environment, notonly because of the instability typically associated with them, but because the bandwidth overheadthey require to operate correctly increases signi�cantly with the mobility rate. For highly dynamicnetworks the bandwidth overhead present in typical Link State or Distance Vector algorithms may2



consume the greater part of the available bandwidth, also the convergence time of these algorithmsmay be unacceptable. It is clear that in such cases the availability of optimal routes is not of primaryimportance if the protocol itself congests the network. An alternative protocol that reduces thenetwork congestion due to ooding of routing information is preferred, even if the routes obtainedare not optimal. The degradation in network performance due to sub-optimal routes would be lesscompared to that due to excessive overhead due to ooding of routing information { proportionalto the rate of topological change. It is clear that in highly dynamic networks it is the secondissue (the cost of tracking mobility) the single most important factor in the network's performance.Therefore, it is desired that a protocol tries to minimize the cost involved in route discovery, insteadof trying to minimize the cost of the route itself.An e�cient routing protocol must take into account the spatial-temporal correlation inherentin any network and should also consider the network behavior and structure, trying to take advan-tage of them. In the present report a Self-Organizing Adaptive Protocol (SOAP) that addressesthese requirements, reducing the cost associated with route discovery is presented. The SOAPprotocol is based in part on concepts presented in the ZRP, TORA, and Mobile IP protocols andthe concept of `footprint size' introduced in [9], as will be explained in the next sections.2 Protocol Overview and MotivationSuppose that a large network is divided in four regions, each of them associated with one of thefour cardinal points (N,S, E, and W). Consider a source node which desires to send a message toa destination node in region W. Furthermore, assume that the source knows that the destinationis within region W but does not have any route toward this destination node. In this scenario thesource node may initiate a route discovery procedure that will result in a broadcast (a bordercastif using ZRP) of a REQUEST over the entire network.Alternatively, the source node could begin forwarding the data packets (not the REQUEST)in the \West" direction, hoping that along the way the packets will be heard by a node thathas knowledge of some routes toward the destination. In the latter case a broadcast will not benecessary. It is obvious that this second alternative is by far more attractive than the �rst. Toimplement this second approach, however, two major problems are encountered. First, the nodesmay not know which the West direction is 1; and second the source does not always know in whichregion the destination currently is.The �rst issue can be addressed if one node is chosen inside each region as a \beacon". Thesenodes may be for example some nodes in the center of each region. Each node serving as a \beacon"is referred to as reference node and the region it belong to is referred as reference area. Then, the1Unless some form of geographical routing is being used. In that case, nodes will learn their position from built-inGPS devices. 3



TORA protocol can be used to track these four reference nodes 2. Thanks to TORA all the nodes(possible sources) have downstream links toward each reference node/area. For example, let NWbe the reference node of the reference area (region) W. All the nodes (and particularly the nodesoutside W) has downstream links toward NW and therefore they have downstream links towardthe reference area W. These downstream links provide each node with a sense of direction towardreference area W. Thus the �rst issue may be addressed but with the cost of creating referencenodes/areas and tracking them.The second issue can also be addressed with the inclusion of a location management schemethat takes into account the past history of a node. For example, if a node was in the recent pastinside the W region it is unlikely that it is far away from that region. Thus, the location managementwill initiate the search for a node in the last recorded location and from there will follow thepath (along reference areas) followed by the node. After the packet reaches the destination, thedestination will inform the source of its new reference area (location) and the subsequent packetswill be sent directly to the current reference area.The previous approach will reduce the number of broadcast (or bordercast) that other proto-cols produce. In particular, this protocol may be seen as an improvement over ZRP that, with anadditional cost, dramatically reduces the number of bordercast in a large, dynamic, highly loadednetwork. It should be noted, however, that for some nodes { due to their high mobility or lowusage { it may not be cost-e�ective to maintain reference nodes and track their location. For thosenodes other alternatives such as bordercasting or even ooding may be considered. The proposedprotocol also considers these situation by using ZRP to route packets to these nodes when theextra cost (over ZRP) required to maintain reference nodes to these destinations is greater that theexpected cost due to bordercast to these nodes.In the proposed Self-Organizing Adaptive Protocol (SOAP) each node is running a modi�edversion of the ZRP protocol { as will be explained in the next sections { and therefore each node isthe center of its own zone. The clustering mechanism presented in the next section will determinethat some nodes become reference nodes. The zone { set of k-neighbors { of each reference nodewill constitute the base of its associated reference area.The SOAP clustering mechanism assigns every node in the network one of three possible values: assigned, around, free. A node is assigned if it is inside a reference area. A node is around if it wasinside a reference area in the past but currently is outside the reference area but less that 2k hopsaway than that reference area's reference node; i.e. at least one of the reference node's border nodeshas the around node inside its zone and therefore has up-to-date routing information about it. Anode is free if it is not inside or around (see above) any reference area. Figure 1 shows an exampleof a network that at a given point in time has organized itself into three reference node/areas. The2If geographical routing is being used then tracking of the reference node is not necessary. It would su�ce thateach reference node advertise their current location after some traveled distance.4
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f   : ‘Free’ Node,                                             All the others :  ‘Assigned’  NodesFigure 1: A self-organized network with three reference areas; k is equal to 2.value of k has been set to 2. There are four nodes with around status. These nodes were inside onereference area a while ago. There are also 5 free nodes, since it is not cost-e�ective to group theminto a new reference area. It is also shown that the reference areas may be overlapping and thatone node determines its reference area not only based on distance but also taking into account theimmediate past. It should be pointed out that although each node is the center of its own zone,there are only three reference areas each associated with one reference node.The SOAP protocol also requires that every node has a destination table with the addressesof all the reference nodes and has its neighboring links market as `upstream' or `downstream' withrespect to any of the reference nodes. In Figure 2 the links towards the reference node R areshown. The downstream links form a directed acyclic graph (DAG), with node R as the root.TORA provides a similar DAG for each reference node. The nodes also have a location table withan entry for every destination in the network3. Each entry in the location table will have the addressof the reference node of the last recorded position (reference area) of the node being pointed out forthat entry. Di�erent nodes will have di�erent values in the same location table entry, since somenodes may have more up to date information that others. It is also assumed that when a nodemoves from a reference area to another, the moving node will inform its past reference node (andonly it) of its new reference node address. In this way if a packet arrives to a node that has beenpreviously a reference node for the destination node, the reference node will forward the packet tothe reference node in the next visited area. This procedure will continue until the packet reachesthe current reference area of the node. The previous procedure allows for the sources not to havean up-to-date information on their location tables but still be able to reach their destinations. It3The mechanisms to initialize and maintain the location table are discussed in section 4.5
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IFigure 2: Packet routing using AHRP when location (reference area) information is up-to-date.should be noted that it is also possible that a node moves away from a reference area and does notenter another reference area. In such a case the last reference node will regard itself as the lastreference node visited by the destination node.If all the information is available, the proposed protocol will work as follows when forwardingpackets: when a node requires to send a packet toward a destination it checks �rst if the nodeis within its own zone (IARP). If not it looks at its location table for the entry associated withthe destination node. If the entry is empty, the source executes the IERP of ZRP, bordercastinga REQUEST through the network. If the location table entry is not empty, the source node setsthe D ENCAPSULATION ag on and encapsulates the packet putting the reference node address(Care-Of-Address) as the destination address and putting the actual destination address inside theIP payload (mobile IP). Also, the source puts its own reference node address as the IP sourceaddress and puts its actual address in the IP payload. This way the destination node (and all thenodes along the way) may update their location table entries, making it simple to return packetsto the source node. The source node then sends the packet through the network using one of itsdownstream links associated with the destination address (as in the TORA protocol).Each intermediate node in the network will look at the set D ENCAPSULATION ag andwill recover the actual destination address from the payload. If the destination is within theintermediate node's zone then the latter will forward the packet directly to the destination, butwithout decapsulating it. If the destination packet is not within the intermediate node's zone itwill forward the packet through one of its downstream links associated with the Care-of-Address(TORA protocol). If the Care-of-Address is not a reference node, it must be within the intermediatenode zone (as is the case for the around nodes, as explained later); in such cases the intermediatenode forwards the packet in the direction of the Care-of-Address as if it were using IARP.When a reference node receives the packet, it recovers the destination address and checks if the6
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From the above discussion, it may be seen that a bordercast is no longer necessary for theassigned and around nodes, therefore signi�cantly reducing the number of bordercasts in the net-work.It should also be pointed out that during normal communication, a packet addressed to anassigned node does not necessarily have to go through the destination's reference node, but anynode in the destination zone may forward it. Since it is expected that the majority of the nodesin the network will have status assigned it can be said that the proposed protocol attempts todistribute the load within the network. However, it should be noted that packets addressed toaround nodes are more likely to pass through the destination's reference node; and also packetswith outdated Care-of-Address will require to pass through a sequence of reference nodes beforereaching destination. These two operations will result in an increase in the tra�c going throughthe reference node's links somehow creating an unfair tra�c load (burden) on the reference nodes.Nevertheless, this e�ect may be reduced (or eliminated) if non-reference nodes forwarding packetsto assigned nodes within their zones (the most of the cases) are instructed to choose paths thatavoid interfering with reference node's links, whenever possible. In this way, the reference nodesare `relieved' of some tra�c burden and the network maintains some good balance.The mechanism to allow this protocol to work properly are described in the next sections.The creation and maintenance of the \reference" nodes is discussed in Section 3. The locationmanagement procedure is explained in Section 4. The protocol is presented in section 5. Someapplications and modi�cations for particular situations are discussed in Section 6, and �nally someconclusion and new research directions are treated in Section 7.3 ClusteringThe Clustering algorithm is responsible for choosing the reference nodes and for assigning to everynode some of the following values fassigned, around, freeg with respect to a reference node. Anode is assigned if it is inside a reference node's zone, i.e. it belongs to a reference area. A node isaround a reference node if it was assigned to the reference node but now it is outside the referencearea but less than 2k hops away, so that at least one of the reference node's border node is insidethe node's zone. A node is free if it is not associated with any reference node, probably because itis not worthy tracking this node location. In Figure 1 an example of a clustering is shown.As an initial point for this discussion let's consider a network that is running the ZRP protocol.From the discussion above (Section 2), it is clear that there is a bene�t in grouping all the nodesassigned with a reference node in a reference area, mainly because the number of bordercasts neededis signi�cantly reduced with respect to ZRP since bordercast are needed to reach free nodes only.The objective of the clustering algorithm is to choose the nodes which are the best candidates forbeing a reference node in the sense that they maximize a 'Gain' metric. This Gain will be compared8



with a Cost metric (extra bandwidth overhead with respect to ZRP) of maintaining a referencearea. In the following subsections the Gain and Cost functions are presented together with anheuristic for (suboptimal) clustering of the network.3.1 The Gain FunctionIn [9] the concept of `footprint size' has been introduced. The footprint size is equal to the numberof neighbors of a node. Nodes may be classi�ed based on their footprint size. The larger a node'sfootprint size the larger the region (in number of nodes) that the node covers and the less likely thata random node will leave that region in the near future. Therefore, a node with higher footprintsize would be a better candidate to be a reference node, since it would serve as a beacon for agreater number of nodes. Here, the concept of footprint size is extended to a gain function thatwill be employed to determine the nodes which are the most suited to be reference nodes.The Gain function at a level T and at time t for a reference area is de�ned to be equal to theexpected number of bordercasts saved over the next T seconds. A bordercast will be saved if atthe beginning of a new session the destination node is either assigned or around a reference node.Here, the term session is applied to a sequence of packets not more than Ts seconds apart. Forexample two consecutive �le transfers to the same destination will be considered to be part of onesession whereas in a transaction in which the packet interarrival time exceeds Ts each packet willbe considered to form a new session.In the ZRP protocol, a bordercast is needed when a route is lost due to mobility (two nodesthat were k-hops away get out of reach), whereas in the proposed protocol there will still be routesavailable. Therefore the gain function will be equal to the number of new sessions with destinationsinside the candidate reference area plus the number of sessions currently in progress with brokenpath over T .Let A be a potential reference node and let V (A; t) be its zone (reference area) at time t; letGT (A; t) be the gain function of node A at time t and at level T . Each node i 2 V (A; t) has twoparameters : Si(A; t) and Ri(t). Si(A; t) is equal to the percentage of the next T seconds that nodei will stay inside node A's zone, i.e. within a radius of k from A; Ri(t) is equal to the total expectednumber of new plus broken sessions { destined to node i { over the next T seconds. Then, GT (A; t)can be de�ned as : GT (A; t) = Xi2V (A;t)Si(A; t)Ri(t) x (cost of a bordercast) (1)Di�erent approaches can be followed to estimate the values of Si(A; t) and Ri(t), dependingon the desired amount of complexity. For Si(A; t), a �rst approach could be to set its value to beequal to the inverse of the distance (in hops) between nodes A and i elevated to an integer exponent.9



A better choice may be to consider the percentage of the previous T seconds that the node wasinside V (A; t) and assume that this will be repeated. A more complex approach (and likely a moresuccessful one) will be to consider the node i distance history over the past T seconds and estimateits trajectory (incoming, outgoing, etc.). Di�erent estimation techniques may be considered todetermine the more accurate result for a limited complexity implementation.For the value of Ri(t), the more simple approach will be to associate a value equal to 1for nodes already in a session (likely to be broken) and a �xed small value for nodes not in acommunication. This approach will result in a gain function closely related to the footprint size[9]; that is, nodes with greater footprint size will have greater gain. A more complex approachshould take into consideration di�erent tra�c patterns for di�erent classes of users. For example ina client-server architecture, it is likely that the server receives constant requests resulting in a largenumber of new sessions, however these sessions will be short resulting in almost no broken sessions.On the other hand, if the node is handling voice communications it is likely to have a small numberof new sessions, but since their length is greater it is more likely to have broken sessions. Therefore,the class of user has to be taken into account along with past history to estimate node i's tra�ccharacteristics.Let ni;s be the expected number of bordercasts required by a session. Obviously ni;s willdepend on the session duration, the path length (the larger the path the more likely to be broken)and the rate of topological change. An initial estimate for ni;s may be based on the networkdiameter, rate of topological change, a link's mean time to failure, and mean session length. Amore up-to-date estimate can be obtained in the case in which a higher level agent is present thatmonitors node i's number of new and broken sessions over time; this case will be considered later.Also, since the reference nodes are required to perform some extra functionalities than therest of the nodes, it would be convenient to also weight the computational power and availablebandwidth. Ri(t) is computed by each node (it is independent of the reference node) and isbroadcasted inside a radius k.It should be noted that the principal objective of the gain function GT (A; t) is to help identifythe most suited node to be the reference node. Once the best candidate is found, its gain iscompared against a threshold that is equal to the cost function de�ned in the next subsection tosee if it is worthy to create and maintain a reference area.3.2 Cost FunctionThe cost associated with a reference area consist of three components : the cost of creating areference area, the cost of tracking the reference node, and the cost of continuous link state updatesinside a reference area. The last cost is caused by the ZRP and is independent of the existence ofa reference area. Thus, in order to decide whether to create a reference area or not, only the �rsttwo cost components need to be considered. 10



The cost of creating a reference node is equal to the cost of sending a broadcast packetannouncing the new reference node.The cost of tracking the reference node increases with time and is dependent on the networkcharacteristics, mainly the average number of nodes involved in a topological change and the rate oftopological changes. In general the above cost is di�cult to estimate. An approach could be to usehistory information, that is, review the topological changes (rate and number of nodes involved)over the immediate past; recall that node A has full knowledge of the topology inside its zonethanks to IARP-ZRP [5].Finally, the total cost will be the sum of a constant term { the cost of one broadcast { and alinearly time-dependent term { the tracking cost.3.3 Creation of Reference AreasA reference area should be created only when it is worthy. In the case of a potential reference nodeA, if there were not a reference area centered in A then the initial packets of a session sent to A(or any node inside node A's zone) should be routed using ZRP (bordercasted). This cost has tobe compared with the cost associated with the creation of a reference zone in order to determine ifit is worthy to create the reference zone. Therefore, the cost function de�ned before (Section 3.2)is a threshold against which the gain of the better suited candidate to become a reference node hasto be compared.The values `cost of broadcast' and `cost of bordercast' are network dependent and may beassigned a priori and updated infrequently. It is not expected that these values change signi�cantlyover time nor that the threshold that they de�ne be critical.ZRP considers that each node informs its k-neighbors when a change in link state occurs.SOAP considers that a node i sends extra information to its k-neighbors along with the ZRP'sinformation. The information is sent after a change in link status or after a timer expires (asrequired in ZRP). The extra �elds are:� Status ; Ri(t) ; GT (i; t) ; RFp ; RF1 ; : : : RFn �Where Status has three possible values : free, around, assigned . Ri(t) and GT (i; t) wereintroduced in Section 3.1. RFp is the reference node to which node i is assigned (if any) andRF1; : : : ; RFn are , in order of distance, all the other reference nodes in whose area node i belongsas well (are node i's k-neighbors).Additionally, a node has to send at least one update packet every T seconds. Therefore, iffor the last T seconds there have not been any link status change the node will have to send anupdate packet. The value of T should be chosen so that the updates triggered by this time out areinfrequent. Therefore T should be chosen to be greater than the mean failure time of a link. In a11



highly dynamic environment where the changes in link status happen frequently and for moderatevalues of T , most updates will be triggered by link status changes.Node A uses the information presented above to constantly update its gain GT (A; t) consid-ering only the non-assigned nodes (i.e. with status free or around) in equation (1). If GT (A; t) isnot greater than the gain of all the other non-assigned nodes inside its zone, then no further actionis taken. If GT (A; t) is greater than the gains of all node A's non-assigned k-neighbors, then nodeA is a candidate to be a reference node. In the case that two or more nodes have the same gain,the node with (for instance) the higher address will be the candidate to be a reference node.If node A is a candidate to be a reference node then it compares its gain G(A) to the costthreshold presented in Section 3.2. If the gain is greater, then node A becomes a reference nodeand sends a broadcast packet all over the network. There is a �eld in the broadcasted packetthat contains the cumulative height with respect to the reference node and that is initialized tothe current time plus zero, according to the TORA protocol. Node A also includes additionalinformation in this broadcast as will be explained later.When a node receives the broadcast of A it reads the cumulative height and increases it byone. If this height is lower than its last value (initially in NULL, and non-NULL only after the �rstreception of the broadcast packet) the node updates its height associated with the reference nodeand forwards the packets to their neighbors. After all the nodes in the network have received thebroadcast from node A they all has at least one downstream link toward node A and the entirenetwork is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) rooted at A.After the DAG has been formed, the network will continue tracking node A using the routemaintenance mechanism of TORA. The main di�erence with the current TORA implementation isthat routes that have been deleted (because of network partitions) are being reestablished as soonas the connectivity is recovered. The links are going to be de�nitely erased (change to undirectedstate) only when node A broadcasts another packet telling that it is no longer a reference node, asexplained below.All the nodes within the zone of A change their status to assigned and record A as theirreference node.It should be noted that there is at least one node { the one with the global maximum gain {which has the maximum gain among its neighbors. Therefore, if the threshold (cost) is su�cientlylow (favoring the creation of reference areas) then at least one reference area is created and thenodes within this area change their status to assigned. Therefore, the set of non-assigned nodes isreduced and a di�erent node has the new (smaller) global maximum gain. The latter node becomesa new reference node and so on; the procedure continues until a large portion of the network isgrouped in reference areas. The number of nodes left free depends of the value of the threshold.It should also be noted that a node is not selected to be a reference node unless it is willing.If a node does not send the broadcast packet announcing itself as a reference node, then it will not12



become a reference node even if its gain is greater that its k-neighbors'. Such a node should put avalue of zero instead of its actual gain in their next transmission.The resulting set of reference areas would represent the structure (hierarchy) of the networkat a particular moment in time. After this initial setup, reference areas may split or may combineand new reference areas may appear. Every time a node has a gain greater than its neighbor's andalso greater than its threshold and it is willing, it will become a reference node. Therefore, it maybe interpreted that every time a large set of nodes is left outside the existing reference areas thesenodes will tend to form a new reference area.3.4 Deletion of Reference AreasAll the possible changes in reference areas : creation, splitting, combination, and deletion are theresult of two basic procedures, namely creation and deletion. The algorithm employed to create anew reference area has already been explained and is running permanently at each node. In thissubsection the algorithm used to delete existing reference area is explained.The deletion algorithm is based in the computation of what is called the minimal gain. Theminimal gain of the reference node A is the gain of A computed considering only the nodes withinthe zone of A that are not within the zone of any other reference node. We can see the minimalgain as the actual contribution of node A since the other nodes could be taken care of by the otherreference nodes.For a reference node A to disappear two conditions have to be met : the minimal gain ofnode A has to be lower than the minimal gain of all its neighboring reference nodes4 and theminimal gain has to be lower than the value threshold del. A high value of threshold del will resultin frequent reference area deletion/creation and increase bandwidth overhead. Thus, threshold delshould be set to be a small fraction of the cost function discussed in subsection 3.2 but taking intoconsideration that a too small value resulting in infrequent changes in reference area topology mayreduce the algorithm ability to adapt (quickly) to varying network conditions.In order to guarantee that the two conditions are met, a reference node that detects thatits minimal gain is lower than threshold del sends a packet to every neighboring reference nodeinforming them that it is going to be deleted. The node will be deleted only after all the neighboringreference nodes acknowledge its packet and agree with it. A neighboring reference node that receivesa message from a reference node that is going to be deleted compares that node's minimal gainto its own and acknowledges agreeing only if its minimal gain is greater. In such a case (referencenode is going to be deleted), the neighboring reference node attaches to the message its currentgain along with a list with its distance in hops to the nodes it wishes to take care of (including any4Two reference nodes are said to be neighbors if there is at least one other node that is within the zone (i.e. k hopsaway) of both reference nodes. Reference node A knows all its neighboring reference nodes based on the informationbeing sent by all its k-neighbors as explained in previous subsection.13



node with status around).Before deleting itself, the reference node decides (based on the distance) which will be thenew reference node (if any) for each of its assigned or around nodes. In case there is no node willingto take care of a particular node, that node will change its status to free. After that, it sends abroadcast message to the entire network including a list of its previously associated nodes withtheir new reference node's addresses. The links toward the deleting node are changed to undirectedand the nodes previously associated with the deleted node record the identity of their new referencenode (from the broadcast).3.5 Hando�Node i originally assigned to reference node A is said to have executed a hando� from referencenode A to reference node B if node i decides to have node B as its new reference node.When a node i originally in node A's reference area moves more than k hops away (outsidenode's A reference area) it changes its status to around, but it is still associated to node A. It willremain associated with node A as long as its distance in hops is less than 2k, that is, at least onenode inside node A reference area is inside node's i area. If the distances in hops between nodesA and i is equal to or exceeds 2k then node i status become free until it is associated with (lessthan k-hops away from) another reference node. In the latter case, node i will change its status toassigned again and will have to notify node A of its new reference area as required by the locationmanagement mechanism explained in the next section.Nodes in around status have to send a packet to their associated reference node { in additionto their k-level broadcast (as required by the ZRP protocol) { indicating their closest k-neighborthat is inside its associated reference node area (i.e. a border node of the reference area). Basedon this information, the reference node will always be able to forward packets to the around nodes.If at any moment a node that has status around detects that it is within another referencenode zone (i.e. less than k-hops away) and that the distance to its previous associated referencenode is greater than the distance to the new reference node plus extra hops then this node decidesto execute a hando� to the new reference area. The node will change its status to assigned and willinform its previous reference node of its new reference area as required by the location managementmechanism explained in the next section. The value of extra hops is initially set to 2, and is intendedto provide with some `capture' e�ect to prevent a (border) node from being constantly oscillatingbetween neighboring reference areas. Also, no assigned node executes a hando� even if the distanceto another reference node is smaller than its distance to its current reference node. Thus theoverhead caused by unnecessary hando�s is reduced.14



4 Location ManagementThe objective of the location management algorithm is to provide a table, referred to as `locationtable', associating any possible destinations with its last known reference node (if any).4.1 InitializationEach node has a location table with as many entries as known destinations. Each destination hasinitially associated the value NULL meaning that no information is available about the location ofthat destination.When a new reference area is formed the new reference node sends a broadcast all over thenetwork. In this broadcast the reference node indicates the nodes that belong to its reference area.All the nodes receiving this broadcast will update their location tables putting the new referencenode address as the current location of the nodes mentioned in the broadcasted packet.For example, if node A decides to be a reference node for the nodes B,C,D, and E then nodeA will send a broadcast packet indicating that nodes A,B,C,D, and E belong to its reference area.If node i receives this broadcast, node i will update the location table entries of nodes A,B,C,D,and E with the address of node A.After several reference areas have been formed, a number of entries of the location tables of thenetwork nodes will be �lled. NULL entries will still be present in the location tables correspondingto free nodes.4.2 MaintenanceThere are the following maintenance procedures:� When a node changes its reference node (hando�) it will inform the previous reference node- only - of its new location (reference node). The previous reference node will update the cor-responding location table entry and this node will serve as a pointer toward this destination.� In any packet sent, the source IP address will correspond to the current reference area (ifany) and the actual source node address will be in the payload. A node that receives thepacket will extract the source node's reference area information and will update its locationtable accordingly.� After a number M of hando�s a node will send a new broadcast informing all the nodes onthe network of its current position. The optimal value of M will depend on the networkconditions and will be speci�ed later. A small value of M will imply too many updatesbeing propagated (bandwidth waste) and a too large a value of M may result in out-of-dateinformation producing ine�cient initial source-destination paths congesting the areas closeto the reference nodes and degrading the network performance.15



� When a reference node is deleted it sends a broadcast informing the network not only of itsdeletion but the new reference areas of the nodes previously inside its reference area.5 Protocol descriptionThe proposed SOAP protocol uses a combination of the mechanisms of the Mobile IP, TORA,and ZRP protocols. SOAP recognizes and uses the REQUEST, REPLY, and FAILURE packetsof the ZRP protocol and the QRY (query), UPD (update) and CLR (clear) packets of TORA.Also a binding update packet is used to update the nodes' current location when needed. Insteadof explaining all the details contained in these protocols, only the di�erences with the proposedprotocol are presented.Major di�erences between related functionalities in SOAP and Mobile IP� The binding database in Mobile IP is replaced by the location table in SOAP.� Every node in the network has a location table, as opposed to only the Home Agent beingequipped with the binding database in Mobile IP.� In SOAP it is assumed that every packet has a D ENCAPSULATION and a S ENCAPSULATIONbit ags. The D ENCAPSULATION (S ENCAPSULATION) ag is set on if the destination(source) IP address is not the actual address but the address of one reference node. Theactual destination (source) address is inside the payload.� In SOAP, when a node receives a FAILURE packet, it sets the location table entry of thedestination referred to by the FAILURE packet to NULL. FAILURE packets were previouslyused only by the ZRP protocol.Major di�erences between related functionalities in SOAP and TORAIn SOAP only the reference nodes are TORA destinations so that the two terms are usedequivalently (reference nodes and TORA destinations). The nodes keep a table of the currentdestinations (destination table). When a new physical link is established, the new neighboring nodesexchange among other information their height with respect to the current destinations, thereforeassigning a value (upstream or downstream) to the physical link. The following modi�cations toTORA need to be employed, to account for TORA's role in SOAP.� In TORA the routes toward a destination are generated after a query from the source (sourceinitiated - on demand) while in the present protocol the initial routes toward a destination(reference node) will be constructed based on the broadcast sent by the reference node atthe time of the reference area's creation. When a node �rst receives the mentioned broadcastit records the original sender's address and the time the reference area was created in itsdestination table. It will set its height to the value retrieved from the broadcast message.16



Finally, the receiver node increases by one the height �eld received in the broadcast packetand resends it. If the node receives the same broadcast again no action is taken unless theheight is lower than the one recorded. In such case, the node proceeds as before updating theheight and resending the broadcast. It is clear that the route creation is less costly in SOAPthan in the original TORA.� When a new node enters the network it will receive { from its neighbors { the informationabout their height with respect to the current reference nodes. This way the new node willbe informed of the reference nodes in the network and will set its height (for each referencenode) slightly higher than the highest of its neighbors.� Similarly, when a node that has its height toward a destination with the value NULL (possibleafter a network partition) establishes connectivity with a node that has a non-null height itwill set its height slightly higher than its neighbor's. This means that the network will try tocontinue tracking a reference node as soon as some connectivity is reestablished following anetwork partition.� The nodes stop tracking a destination only if the destination ceases to be a reference node.The broadcast packet sent by the deleted reference node serves as the CLR (clear) packet inthe original TORA protocol. Not only the links are set to undirected (changing their heightto NULL) but the reference node is removed from the list of destinations; that is, there is noheight associated to that destination and the nodes stop broadcasting information related tothis destination when new physical links are established. The time the reference node wasdeleted is recorded.� When network partitions occur it may be possible that di�erent nodes have di�erent desti-nation tables. When two nodes realize they have di�erent destination tables they send eachother their last recorded creation/deletion time. The more recent event takes precedence.The nodes update their destination tables and heights and propagate the information to theirneighbors as necessary.� TORA does not have a mechanism to choose best-cost routes. In SOAP a greedy approachis taken. In SOAP, when a node needs to forward a packet to a destination it will choose thelowest cost link among its downstream links. In this context, the cost of a link is equal to thenumber of nodes that shared the link over the (current) available bandwidth of the link (thesame cost function presented in [9]).� In SOAP, if a node has to forward a packet to a reference node that is unreachable (maybebecause of a network partition) then the node has to send a FAILURE packet to the sourcenode of that packet. TORA does not provide such a mechanism.17



� Infrequent updates (broadcasts) need to be considered to compensate for route degradationover time. The original version of TORA leaves the possibility open but does not require itor specify any procedure.Major di�erences between related functionalities in SOAP and ZRP� The amount of information that a node has to send to its k-neighbors is larger in SOAP thanin ZRP. The new �elds were introduced in section 3.3. These �elds provide the nodes withthe information necessary to decide to create/delete reference areas.� In SOAP, the nodes send updates not only when there is a change in their connectivity butalso after a period of T seconds. T should be chosen in order to provide for infrequent updateswhich do not lead to an excessive tra�c burden.� IN SOAP, nodes whose status is around have to send the updates not only to their k-neighborsbut also to their reference node.� In SOAP, when a node receives a FAILURE packet, it sets the location table entry associatedto the destination to NULL.� In SOAP, when forwarding packets using IARP the nodes will try to avoid paths that interferewith a reference node's links. ZRP does not consider such a mechanism.With the modi�cations outlined above to Mobile IP, TORA, and ZRP, the following actionshave to be executed by the nodes involved in the routing of a packet sent by node i to node j inorder to induce the protocol behavior presented in Section 2.5.1 Node i (source node)� If node j is within node i's zone then the latter forwards the packet using IARP-ZRP (noencapsulation is necessary and the D ENCAPSULATION and S ENCAPSULATION agsare set OFF).� If node j is not within node i's zone, node i looks at its location table for the node j's referencenode address (if any) :{ If an entry is found. Let node A be the recorded reference node for node j. Nodei encapsulates the packet putting node A's address as the IP destination address andits own reference node's address (if any) as the IP source address. Inside the payloadnode i will put node j and its own (node i) addresses. The D ENCAPSULATION andS ENCAPSULATION ags are set ON. If node i does not have a reference node, theS ENCAPSULATION ag is set OFF and the source IP address will be equal to node iaddress. The packet will be forwarded across the network using the `downstream' linksestablished by the TORA algorithm.18



{ If no entry is found. Node i uses the IERP-ZRP protocol. It looks at its IERP table forthe route towards node j and sends the packet to the next border node in that route.The destination IP address is equal to node j address and the D ENCAPSULATIONag is set OFF. Also, the S ENCAPSULATION ag and the source IP address �eld willbe set depending on whether or not node i has a reference node as in the previous case.If there is no known route towards node j, node i bordercasts a REQUEST. The restof the (border) nodes receiving a REQUEST react to the REQUEST as speci�ed in theZRP protocol.5.2 Node k, (intermediate node)If an intermediate node receives a REQUEST packet, it will react as speci�ed in the ZRP protocol.Therefore, only the case where a data packet is received is considered here.When node k receives a data packet (i.e. a packet that is not a REQUEST), it reads theS ENCAPSULATION ag and updates its location table entry corresponding to the source node.Also, the node reads the D ENCAPSULATION ag and recovers the destination address. Nodek compares the destination address to its own. If they are equal it is implied that node k is thedestination, therefore it executes the procedure explained in subsection 5.3. If node k is not thedestination node, it checks the D ENCAPSULATION ag again.� If the D ENCAPSULATION ag is OFF, the node tries to forward the packet using theIARP-ZRP protocol. If this is not possible the node sends a FAILURE packet to the sourcenode.� If the D ENCAPSULATION ag is ON, the intermediate node recovers the actual destinationaddress (node j in the previous example) and the presumed (maybe out-of-date) referencenode's address.{ If node j is within the intermediate node's zone. The intermediate node forwards thepacket directly to node j, using the IARP of ZRP { either Link State (LS) or DistanceVector (DV) algorithm { and bypassing the reference node if possible. The packet is stillD ENCAPSULATED.{ If node j is not within the intermediate node's zone. Node k compares the presumedreference node's address (IP destination address in the packet) with its own address.� If they are di�erent, node k forwards the packet D ENCAPSULATED along its lesscostly `downstream' link.� If they are the same. Node k is the presumed reference node. If node k is not areference node then it sends a FAILURE packet to the source. The other possibilityis that node k is a reference node but node j is not within its zone. It may be19



because the source location table is out-of-date or because the node j is around.Node k checks its location table for node j's reference node address looking for amore up-to-date reference node information and the node status.� If a more up-to-date reference area is found, node k forwards the packet to thenew reference node D ENCAPSULATED using TORA.� If node k does not have a more up-to-date reference node and node j status isassigned : An error occurred. Node k sends a FAILURE packet to the source.� If node k does not have a more up-to-date reference node and node j status isaround. Node k knows which border node is closer to node j. Node k sendsthe packet to node j using ZRP. The D ENCAPSULATED ag is OFF and theaccumulated route towards j consists of only two terms : the border node closerto node j, and node j itself.� If node k does not have a more up-to-date reference node and node j status isfree. Node k generates and sends a limited-depth bordercast (D ENCAPSULATEDOFF) trying to reach node j's current position. After receiving the location up-date or after a timer expires, node k sends a packet to node i updating nodej's location table entry to the new found reference node address (if any), or toNULL (a FAILURE packet). Node i will use the new reference area (or NULL)value for successive packets.� If node k does not have a more up-to-date reference node and node j status isassigned : An error occurred. Node k sends a FAILURE packet to the source.5.3 node j (destination node)When the destination (node j) receives the packet it updates its location table with node i'sreference node address (if any), removes the overhead and passes the data to the upper layers.6 ExtensionsThe present protocol was initially conceived to work in a horizontal highly mobile network. In thepresent section, the protocol behavior in a di�erent scenarios is investigated.6.1 SuperclustersIn an ad-hoc network, the number of destinations increases with the network size. Beyond a certainpoint it may be too costly to keep track of all the clusters (reference nodes). Under such conditionsit would be e�ective to group several clusters into superclusters. The nodes would then keep trackof all the superclusters in the network as well as the clusters that belong in the same supercluster20



with that of a particular node. A destination node should be referred to by using its supercluster(reference) node's address, its cluster (reference) node's address, and �nally its own address.6.2 Two level networkIn [9] a two level network has been considered. One level is formed by mobile land stations withlimited coverage, and the second level (vertical network) is formed by a network of airplanes withboth land-to-air and air-to-air interfaces. An airplane's land-to-air radio interface has a greaterradio coverage and bandwidth and can serve to directly connect two land stations. The number ofusers inside an airplane radio coverage area de�nes the interface's footprint size. The concept ofbandwidth pool is introduced to represent the bandwidth available to all the users sharing a commonaccess medium (land-to-land interface or land-to-air interface). The cost of a link is de�ned to beinversely proportional to the remaining bandwidth in the bandwidth pool and directly proportionalto the number of users accessing this pool, or in other words, the number of users that are deprivedof accessing the bandwidth pool when a packet is transmitted. The routing protocol at each nodehas to decide which bandwidth pool to access when forwarding a particular packet.In this scenario, the horizontal network (land mobiles) implementation of the SOAP protocolmay enable a highly e�cient method for exploiting the land-to-air interface. Assuming that thehorizontal network has implemented the SOAP protocol, choosing reference nodes and formingclusters, a two level protocol may be implemented as follows:When a source node has initially a packet to transmit (beginning of a session), it will checkits location table for the destination node's reference node. The time the last entry (in the locationtable) was entered is also recovered. The next step is to assign a cost for the packet for any ofthe interfaces. For the land-to-air interface the cost is equal to the ratio between the footprintsize of the air interface and the available Bandwidth in the bandwidth pool. For the land-to-landinterface the packet is assigned a cost that is directly proportional to the time elapsed since thelast update was entered. This cost will reect the fact that older data may be out-of-date and mayorigin a long path towards the destination. The land-to-land interface cost is also proportionalto the average number of neighbors a user has and inversely proportional to the network land-to-land interface available bandwidth. If no reference node is found the cost is set to in�nity. Thismeans that instead of bordercasting a REQUEST over the horizontal network, the requests aregoing to be carried out over the land-to-air interface. The resulting behavior in the network willbe to minimize the number of bordercasting over the horizontal network. Also, long ine�cientpaths toward a destination are most likely eliminated, being replaced by broadcasts using the airnetwork support (land-to-air and air-to-air interfaces). The horizontal network will tend to useonly up-to-date paths, where the node is almost sure to be inside the recorded reference area.After the beginning of the session and once the source node has up-to-date information aboutthe destination node's reference area (if any), the source node may update the route's accumulated21



cost. For this purpose, each packet traveling over the horizontal network will have both an accu-mulated cost and a remaining cost �eld. The accumulated cost �eld will be initially set to zero,and each node that forwards the packet will add their link's cost computed as the ratio betweenthe number of neighbors sharing the link over the available (remaining) link bandwidth. Whenthe packet arrives at the destination, the accumulated cost �eld will have the current cost associ-ated with the path followed over the horizontal network. This cost is path-dependent, so di�erentpackets following di�erent path will collect di�erent values of this cost. However, the observedaccumulated cost is good enough to provide a rough estimate of the distance between the sourceand the destination nodes as well as the congestion state of the subset of the network betweenthem.When a node already in a session has a packet to send, it uses the most up-to-date accumulatedcost information available as the land-to-land interface cost and compares it to the land-to-air inter-face cost to decide over which interface to forward the packet. In case the land-to-land interface'scost is lower and the node forwards the packet over the horizontal network, then the intermediatenodes in the network will use the remaining cost as the land-to-land interface cost for the remainingof the route toward the destination. The remaining cost is initialized by the source node to thevalue of the last known accumulated cost, and each node along the past subtracts its link cost fromthe remaining cost. It should be noted that the remaining cost may be negative or may reach thedestination with a nonzero value. Nevertheless, it gives an idea of the approximate cost of theremaining of the route. Additionally, in networks with bidirectional links the accumulated cost of asource-destination path may be assumed to be equal to the value in the accumulated cost �eld of thepackets received in the reverse direction (destination-source). For asymmetric network, however,the accumulated cost in the forward direction has to be piggybacked from the destination back tothe source.Finally, the SOAP protocol with the mentioned modi�cations will allow for an e�cient use ofthe land-air interface. The horizontal network will be relieved of broadcast, bordercast, and othercongestion-causing packets. Packets that need to traverse long paths will be forwarded using theland-air interface whereas packets traveling short portions of the network will be transmitted overthe horizontal network.6.3 Integrated �xed-mobile networkA mixed environment with picocells interconnected with �xed network nodes, and mobile nodesthat may want to communicate with other mobiles as well as �xed network nodes is consideredhere. The nodes may communicate directly with each other if within transmission range. Themobile nodes' transmission range is smaller than the picocells' (due to power constraints) and theyuse a frequency di�erent from that of their closest picocells, most likely the transmission frequencyof another { out of reach { picocell (spatial reuse). The mobile nodes may also rely on the picocells22



to forward their packets. It is likely that mobile nodes are out of the picocell range and need theirpacket to be forwarded by another mobile node, in a multihop fashion. Such a scenario may bepossible in buildings having �xed antennas in prede�ned positions but that do not cover all thepossibles areas; as for example halls, entrances, some rooms, etc.In this scenario, it is expected that the SOAP protocol will identify the picocells as referencenodes and will keep track of them 5. If the mobile nodes are always k hops or less away from apicocell then the picocells will be the only reference nodes. The picocells will always have routes toeach other { after the initial broadcast announcing a picocell as reference node { so they will notrequire to execute the TORA protocol never again (will never get without a `downstream link'). Inthis scenario the protocol will present the required behavior as far as no mobile node is chosen asreference node.But, if the mobile nodes are more than k hops away from a picocell it is likely that some ofthem will organize in a reference area. In such a case, a picocell would be forced to track downa mobile node using the TORA protocol resulting in eventual performance degradation as shownby the next example. Consider that a mobile node is chosen as reference node, over time it maybe possible that the height level of all the mobile nodes with respect to a mobile reference nodehave been updated to the current time causing the mobile nodes' heights to be greater than theheight of their closer picocell. In this situation a picocell would be forced to increase its own heightand propagate the new height level all over the �xed network. This action is neither desired nore�cient.The SOAP need to be revised and modi�ed in this situations. The self-organizing algorithmdiscussed in Section 3 is still valid, but some alternative to TORA needs to be developed.An ad-hoc solution may be to run a di�erent algorithm in the picocells, which will behave asgateways as explained below. Routes between picocells and �xed network nodes will be computedin the traditional fashion, as for example, using link state updates (LSU). Mobile nodes will run theSOAP protocol described above. The picocells will run SOAP in their mobile network interface,and will keep track of the (mobile) reference nodes. If a picocell detects that a reference node isreachable6 it may send an LSU update including a (virtual) link between the reference node andthe picocell with a cost equal to the cost of the path between the picocell and the reference node7.Similarly, if the picocell detects a network partition that causes a reference node to be unreachable,it will send an LSU notifying the rest of the picocells that the link reference node-picocell is down.Also, when a picocell receives a broadcast from a new reference node, it sends an LSU update to5This behavior may even be forced by the picocells setting their Gain �eld to the maximum value and advertisingthemselves as new reference nodes6TORA detects if a node is unreachable (network partition) with one bit in the height �eld.7Since the path between the picocell and the reference node is variable, so is their cost. The cost of the (virtual)reference node-picocell link should reect the expected value of the path cost in the near future but not necessarilybe directly proportional to it. 23



the �xed network advertising a link to the new reference node8. Any picocell that receives such anLSU will convert it in a broadcast similar to the one originated by the reference node (preservingthe hop count)9. With the above modi�cations to SOAP, when a mobile node want to send a packetto a node that is unreachable (or too far away) in the mobile network, it would rely on the closestpicocell which will use Link State (or other) protocol to forward the packet to the destination (if a�xed node), or to the closest picocell (if a mobile node). In the latter case, the picocell will forwardthe packet to the destination node's reference node as indicated by the SOAP protocol. In case thedestination node is not associated with any reference node, then ooding will have to be used. Theabove protocol behavior assumes that location information is available. The actual implementationof the location management function depends on the choice between a hierarchical network (thepicocells will storage the location management information for nodes that are not reachable if usingonly the mobile network segment) or at network (the location management information for nodesunreachable unless using the �xed network segment, may be distributed across the network). Thedecision rules for such a choice need to be further investigated.7 Conclusions and future workIn the present report, an algorithm is proposed for allowing a network to self-organize. This self-organizing algorithm together with a location management function allows for an e�cient routingprotocol for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks. The protocol is presented and explained and some modi�-cations to other scenarios are also covered.The presented protocol is expected to have a good performance in the scenarios presented.However, as pointed out before, it may not perform as well in di�erent scenarios as for examplein a �xed-mobile network. Some extensions need to be included to allow the protocol to performe�ciently under a broad class of scenarios. The self-organizing property need to be further exploredto achieve a protocol that really adapts to every network condition, from quasi-static (when routeoptimization is an issue) to highly mobile (mobility management is the main issue).References[1] C. Perkins, editor. IP Mobility Support. RFC 2002, October 1996.8Additionally, the picocell has to transmit, in the same or other packet, the location information of the nodesassociated with the reference node. Both packets (LSU and location update) packets should not leave the picocellnetwork domain.9Alternatively, the picocells may form a higher level hierarchy recording the reference node info without passingit to its neighboring mobile nodes. In such a hierarchical network, when a mobile source node needs to send a packetto a node that is not reachable or for which no location information is available, the source node will forward thepackets the closest picocell, which will behave as its default gateway.24
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